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Abstract 
Sakai, K., A Q”-manifold topology of the space of Lipschitz maps, Topology and its Applications 
53 (1993) 7-18. 
Let X be a nondiscrete metric compactum and Y an Euclidean polyhedron without isolated 
points or a Lipschitz n-manifold (n > 0). Let LIPCX, Y I, be the space of Lipschitz maps from X 
to Y admitting the weak topology with respect to the tower l-LIPCX, Y)c 2-LIPCX, Y)c 
3-LIP(X, Y)c .. , where k-LIPCX, Y) denotes the space of Lipschitz maps with Lipschitz 
constant G k with the sup-metric. It is proved that LIP(X, Y), is a manifold modeled on Q-= 
dir lim Q”, the direct limit of Hilbert cubes. 
Keywords: The space of Lipschitz maps; The weak topology; The direct limit; Q”-manifold; 
Euclidean polyhedron; Lipschitz manifold; ANLE. 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 58D15, 57N20. 
Introduction 
A manifold modeled on a given space E is called an E-manifold. Let Q = 
[ - 1, 11” be the Hilbert cube and Qm = dir lim Qn the direct limit of Hilbert cubes. 
There have been many studies of Q”-manifolds and their features have become 
clear. To make the study of Q”-manifolds more worthwhile and fruitful, we need 
many natural examples. In [7, 031, Palais observed that many Banach manifolds of 
sections are topologized so as to be Q”-manifolds (cf. [31). In this paper, we give an 
example of a Q”-manifold function space which is naturally defined. We can 
consider Q- to be a different topologization of the subspace of Q: 
where zi denotes the ith coordinate of z E Q (cf. [9, $71). ’ Our example is 
obtained by a different topologization of a Z-manifold function space. 
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Throughout the paper, we assume that 
- X is a nondiscrete metric compactum, 
- Y is a separable locally compact ANLE without isolated points 
(metrics are denoted by the same letter d). 
Here Y is an ANLE (= absolute neighborhood LIP extensor) * if Y is a metric 
space and each LIP (= locally Lipschitz) map from a closed set A in an arbitrary 
metric space to Y can be extended to an LIP map over a neighborhood of A. For 
LIP maps and ANLE’s, refer to [5, 61. 
Let LIP(X, Y) be the space of Lipschitz maps from X to Y with the sup-metric 
(i.e., the compact-open topology). In [lo], it is proved that LIP(X, Y) is a 
z-manifold if each point of Y has a neighborhood I/ admitting a map y : I/ x Z + Y 
and k > 0 such that y( y, 0) = y and 
O<d(r(y, t), Y(Y, t’)) <ke It--t’1 
for each y E V and t # t’ E I, where Z = [O, 11. In [13], this condition has been 
relaxed to the condition that I/ admits fixed point free maps f : V+ Y arbitrarily 
close to the identity. 
For each k > 0, let k-LIPCX, Y) be the subspace of LIP(X, Y> consisting of all 
k-Lipschitz maps, that is, 
k-LIP(X, Y) = {~ELIP(X, Y) llip fgk}, 
where lip f is the Lipschitz constant of f. By LIP(X, Y),, we denote the space 
LIP(X, Y> admitting the weak topology with respect to the tower: 
l-LIP( X, Y) c 2-LIP( X, Y) c 3-LIP( X, Y) c * *. . 
In other words, it is the direct limit of this tower, i.e., 
LIP( X, Y)W = dir lim n-LIP( X, Y). 
This topology is natural since the following sets make a neighborhood base of 
fe LIP(X, Y>,: 
(gELIP(X, Y)Id(f, g) <a(lip g)), 
where (Y : [O, m) + (0, 03) is continuous (or decreasing) and d is the sup-metric. In 
fact, so do the following sets: 
U {gEn-LIP(X, Y)ld(f, g) cc,}, 
neN 
where (~~1~ EN is a (decreasing) sequence of positive reals. 
Main Theorem. The space LIP(X, Y), is a Q”-manifold if each point of Y has a 
neighborhood V with a map y : V X Z +Yandk>l suchthat y(y,O)=yand 
k-‘.It-t’I<d(y(y, t), Y(Y, t’)) <lk.lt-t’l 
for each y E V and t, t ’ E I. 
’ In 161, an ANLE is called an ALNE ( = absolute LIP neighborhood extensor) but we prefer “ANLE” 
as in [lo]. 
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If Y is a Lipschitz n-manifold (n > 0) then Y satisfies the condition of the 
theorem. In fact, each point of Y has an open neighborhood which is Lipschitz 
homeomorphic to an open set in the Euclidean half space rW;= [w”-l x [0, ~1. 
(Refer to [6].) And we can prove that if Y is an Euclidean polyhedron without 
isolated points then Y satisfies the condition. Thus we have the following: 
Corollary. If Y is a Lipschitz n-manifold (n > 0) or an Euclidean polyhedron without 
isolated points then LIP(X, Y), is a Q”-manifold. 
The direct limit of a tower (A4n)nEN is a Q”-manifold if each AZ,, is a 
Q-manifold and a Z-set in IV,, I (cf. [4, 81). However in the above Corollary, 
k-LIP(X, Y) is not a Q-manifold in general as Example 3.1 in [I2]. 
Recently, the author [ll] has proved that any J&manifold M has the unique 
Q”-manifold topology, that is, if ri and r2 are topologies on A4 such that (M, pi) 
and (M, r2) are Q”-manifolds then 04, rl) is homeomorphic to (M, r2) by a 
homeomorphism of A4 onto itself. The Main Theorem asserts that LIP(X, Y) has 
a natural Q”-manifold topology. 
Preliminaries 
For the convenience of the proof, we denote Q = I”. Let M, c M, c M3 c . . . 
be a tower of compacta and let A4 = dir lim IV,. We say that (M,), ~ N is expansive 
if for each n E kJ there is an embedding h : h4,, x Q + kZ, for some m > n such 
that h(x, 0) = x for all x E M,, where 0 = (0, 0, . . . ) E Q [l]. The following charac- 
terization of Q”-manifolds is an easy modification of [8, Theorem 1.3(b)]. (Cf. [9, 
Qll and [l, P41.) 
Lemma 1. A4 is a Q”-manifold if and only if M is an ANE 3 for compacta and 
(Mn)n=N is expansive. 
For expansiveness, we have the following: 
Lemma 2. (MJnEN is expansive if and only if for each n E N there is a map 
f:M,xQ+M,,, forsomem>nsuchthatf(x,O)=xforallx~M,,andf(x,z)# 
f(x’, 2’) if 2 Zz’. 
Proof. Since the “only if” part is trivial, we show the “if’ part. Let Q, = {z E Q I z1 
= 1). Then we have an embedding j: M,, X Q + Q,. The desired embedding 
3 ANE = absolute neighborhood extensor. 
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h : M,, x Q + M,,, can be defined by 
h(x, z) =f(x, (sup i-lzi) .j(x, z)), 
where f is the map obtained by the condition. 0 
The following lemma holds for any metric compactum X and any ANLE Y. 
Lemma 3. LIP(X, Y), is ul~ AfVE for compacta. 
Proof. Let f : A + LIP(X, Y >, be a map of a closed set in a compacturn B. From 
compactness, f(A) c n-LIP(X, Y) for some n E N. We define a metric d, on A by 
+(a, a’) =d,4(a, a’) +d(f(a), f(a’)), 
where d, is a metric on A compatible with the topology of A and d is the 
sup-metric for n-LIP(X, Y). Then d, is compatible with the topology of A. By 
using Hausdorff’s theorem extending metrics (cf. [14]), we extend d, to a metric d;. 
on B which is compatible with the topology of B. We consider that B XX has the 
metric 
p((b, x), (b’, x’)) =J#, b’) +d(x, x’). 
Then the map F : A XX--f Y induced by f is Lipschitz with respect to this metric 
(cf. [2, p. 2611). In fact, for each (a, x), (a’, x’) EA XX, 
d(F(a, x)> F(a’, x’)) Gd(f(a)(x), f(a)(x’)) +d(f(a)> 0~‘)) 
<n.d(x, x’) +d,(u, a’) 
a$@, x), (u’, x’)). 
Since A XX c B XX are compact and Y is an ANLE, F extends to a Lipschitz 
map 4 2: U XX + Y, where U is a neighborhood of A in B. Choose m E N so 
that lip F G m. Then @ induces a map 
f’: U + m-LIP( X, Y) c LIP( X, Y)w 
which is an extension of f. Therefore LIP(X, Y), is an ANE for compacta. 0 
The following can be easily verified: 
Lemma 4. Let f, g : Z + R be maps. Then 
Imin{f(x), g(x)} -min(f(y), g(y)) I 
~max{If(x>-f(~)l,lg(x)-g(y)0 
for each x, y E Z. 
4 An LIP map defined on a compact metric space is Lipschitz. 
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Proof of Main Theorem 
Let x, E X be a cluster point. Each point of Y has an open neighborhood V 
with y : I/X Z + Y and k > 1 satisfying the condition. Let 
M,= {f= LIP(X, Y) I J-(.&J E v). 
Then M, is open in LIP(X, Y),. Since LIP(X, Y), is covered by such M,‘s, it 
suffices to show that M, is a Q”-manifold. By Lemma 3, M, is an ANE for 
compacta. Thus by Lemma 1, the proof is reduced to constructing an expansive 
tower CM,), e rm of compacta with M,= dir lim M,. 
We write I/= lJ n E rm V, and Y = t_l n E rm Y,, where each V, and Y, are compact, 
V, c Y, n int V,,, and Y, c int Y,+i. For each n E N, let 
M,={f~n-L1P(X,Y,)lf(x,)~l/,}. 
Note that the topology of M,, inherited from M, is induced by the sup-metric. 
Each M,, is compact by the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem (cf. [2, p. 2671). We show that 
this tower CM,), l N is the desired one. 
First we show 
Lemma 5. M, = dir lim M,,. 
Proof. As is easily observed, M, = U n EN M,,. To see that M, has the weak 
topology with respect to the tower CM,), EN, let U c M, such that II n M,, is open 
in M,, for all n E N. For each n, m E N, let 
M n,m = {f E n-LIP( X, int Y,) I f( x,) E int V,}. 
Then U n M,,, is open in M,,, because M,,, c M_(,,,,,. Since M,,, is open in 
n-LIP(X, Y), so is U n M,,,. Hence 
Unn-LIP(X, Y) = U (UnM,,,) 
rnEN 
is open in n-LIP(X, Y> for each IZ E f$ which implies that U is open in LIP(X, Y 1,. 
Therefore U is open in M,. 0 
For each x E X and r > 0, let 
B(x, r) = {x’EXld(x, x’) <r). 
To prove the expansiveness of (M,), EN, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 6. For each n E N, there exist m > n (E N>, 0 < 6 < 1 and a homotopy 
$:M,,XZ-M,,, suchthat &=id and 
cCrt(.w(+L at)) = {f(x_)} for all (f, t) EM, XI. 
Proof. Let 
B={(x, t)EXxZld(x, x,)=~t}uXx{o} 
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and define a map 5 : M,, X B + Y, c int Y,, 1 as fohows: 
5(fY XT t) = 
i 
f(xm>, if t>O, 
f(x), if t=O. 
Then B is a closed set in XX I. To see that ,$ is a Lipschitz map, let (f, x, t), 
(f ‘,x’, t’> EM, x8, where the metric for M, X & is defined by 
p((f, x, t>, (f’, x’, t’)) =d(f, f’) +d(x, x’) +It--t’l. 
In case t, t’>O, 
+5(f, x, t>, 5(f’, x’, t’)) =d(f(x& f’(L)> 9d(f7 f’). 
Incase t=t’=O, 
qt(f, x, t), 5(f’, x’, t’)) =d(f(x), f’b’)) 
Wf(xL f(x’)) +4f(x’), f’(x’)) 
<n*d(x, x’) +d(f, f’). 
In case t=O and t’>O, 
d(cyf, x, t)7 5(f ‘> x’, t’)) =d(fW f’(L)) 
Wf(x), f(G)) +4f(-a f’(&J) 
<nnd(x, x,) +d(f, f’) 
<n+f(x, x’) +d(x’, xJ)+d(f, f’) 
<n*(d(x, x’) +It’l) +d(f, f’) 
=n.d(x, x’) +n+4l+d(f, f’). 
Since int Y,, I is an ANLE and M,, XXX Z is compact, 5 extends to a Lipschitz 
map 5: W-, int Yn+i C Y,+i, where W is a neighborhood of A4, X 3 in M,, X X X I. 
From compactness, M,, XXX [O, 61 c W for some 0 < 6 =G 1. Choose m >, n + 1 so 
that lip g< m. Then the desired homotopy $ : M, X Z + Mm can be defined by 
$(f, tXx) = &f, x, a). q 
Now we show 
Lemma 7. (MJnEN is expansive. 
Proof. Let 
C={z~QlO~z~~z, foralli~N}={t,~Qlt~Z, ZEQ,}. 
Then C is the cone over Q, = (z E Q Izi = l), which is homeomorphic to Q (cf. 
[15, Theorem 6.1.111). For each 12 E N, we construct a map q : M,, X C + Ml (n < I> 
so that cp( f, 0) = f for all f E M, and cp(f, z> z cp( f ‘, z’> if z Z z’. Then (M,), EN 
is expansive by Lemma 2. 
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Let n E N be fixed. Then we obtain m E N, 0 < 6 < 1 and a homotopy $ : M, X 
I + Mm from Lemma 6. Since x, EX is a cluster point, we can choose B,,j = 
B(x~,~, ri,j) CX (i, j E N) so that 
Yi,j=+‘d(Xi,,Y X,) >O, rr,,>f-i,j+l, 
ri,l < (3kn))‘, lim ri,l = 0, 
i-cc 
B,,,nB,s,jn=@ if (i, j) #(i’, j’). 
Let C(X, Y) denote the space of all (continuous) maps with the sup-metric. We 
can define a map cp : M, X C -+ C(X, Y) as follows: 
cp(f, z)(x) = i 
~(f(.rJ, ~(2, x)), if x EB(x,, taz,), 
4( f, Z,)(X)) if x GB(x,, @.z,), 
where 
T(Z, x) = 
if xEB(x,, iaZ,)\Ui,jtNBi,j, 
3kn . min{ $z, - d( x, 4, ri,l -4x, xi,i)}, 
if X EB(X,, +82,) nBi,l, 
Zj_ 1 . min{ $2, - d( X, &), ri,j - d( X, xi,j)}, 
if XEB(X,, +6Z,) nBi,j, j> 1. 
Then cp(f, 0) = $<f, 0) =f. 
We show that cp(f, z) # cp(f’, z’) if z # z’. In case zi = 0 or z; = 0, assume that 
z; = 0. Then z, # 0 since z #z’ = 0. Choose i E N so that &xi,,, x,) < :6z,, 
whence 
rl,l < d( Xi,i, X,) < $zi - d( xi,i) -L>. 
Then it follows that 
d(q(f, z)(~~,i), ~(f, z)(xm)> =d(r(f(x,), 3knri,i), Y(~(x=), 0)) 
~k-‘.3knr,,,>n.d(~~,~, x,), 
which implies q(f, z> PM,, so cp(f, z) #f’ = cp(f’, z’). In case zi # 0 and z; # 0, 
we may assume that f(xJ =f’(xJ. Otherwise 
cp(f> z)(&J =f(&J +f’(&J = P(f’, z’)(AJ. 
Since z ZZ’, we have zj #z/ for some j E N. Choose i E W so that d(~,,~+i, x,) 
< +S . minlz,, z;>, whence 
‘i,j+l <d(xi,j+l~xm) 
<min{$zl-d(xi,l+l, x,), @z;-d(xi,j+l, L)). 
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Then it follows that 
cP(fl Z)(Xi,j+l> =Y(.f(X=)) ‘jrL,j+l) 
zY(f(xm)? zjri,j+l ) =P(.f’, z’)(xi,j+l)* 
To see that cp(M, X C> is contained in some M,, let (f, z> E M, X C. First note 
that cp(f, z)(x,l =f<xJ E V,. Since q!~(f, zi) EM,, $(f, z,)(X) cY,. From corn- 
pactness, r(V, x Z) c Y,, for some m’ am. Then cp(f, z)(X) C Y,, by the defini- 
tion. Thus it suffices to show that cp(f, z) is I-Lipschitz for some I > m’ which does 
not depend on (f, z). To this end, let x, x’ E X. In case x, x’ P B(x,, $z,), 
d(cp(f> Z)(X)> 9(ft z)(x’)) =+(.A z,)(x), rk(f7 zJW)> 
Gm.d(x, x’). 
In case x E B(x,, t 6z,) and x’ $6 B(x,, Sz,), 
d(cp(f, z)(x), cp(f, z)(x’)) 
<d(r(f(Q ( r z, x)), fk)) +Q(f, ai)( f(%)> 
<k.~(z, x) +m.d(x’, x,) 
G k .3kn . ($5~~ -d(x, xm)) +m.d(x’, x,) 
G (3k2n + 2m) . (d( x’, x,) - d( x, xm)) 
G (3k*n + 2m) .d(x, x’). 
In case x E B(x,, + 6z,) and x’ EB(x,, Gz,)\B(x,, $6z,), 
d(rp(f, z)(x), cp(f> z)(x’)) Gd(y(f(~J, ~(2, x)>, fk)) 
<k.7(2, x) 
< k. 3kn ’ (46z, - d( x, xm)) 
<3k2n.d(x, x’). 
In case x, x’ EB(x,, -$z,), 
d(cp(f, z)(x), cp(f, a)(~‘)) 
<d(r(f(x,), r(z> x)), Y(.+& ~(2, x’))) 
<k+(z, x) -T(z, x’)I 
<3k2n.d(x, x’). 
In fact, since 0 G zj_, < 3kn, if x, x’ E B,,, then 
IT(z, x) -r(z, x’)l<3kn.d(x, x’) 
by Lemma 4. If x E Bi,j and X’ @ U i,j E N B,,j then 
IT(z, x)-T(Z, x’)I<3kn.(ri,i-d(x, x1,,>) 
< 3kn ’ (d( x’, Xi,j) - d( X, Xi,j)) 
< 3kn .d(x, x’). 
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If x E B~,~, x’ E B,,,j, and (i, j) f (i’, j’) then 
IT(z, x) -T(z, x’)I<max{7(z, x), ~(2, x’)] 
< 3kn . max{ri,, - d( x, x,,j), r,r,j, - d( x, xi,.jn)} 
< 3kn .d(x, x’). 
Let I = mm{m’, 3k2n + 2mJ. Then cp(f, z) is I-Lipschitz for each <f, z) EM,, X C. 
Therefore cp(M, X C) CM,. 0 
In the above proof, we can construct cp so that cp(M, X IO}) does not meet M, 
by using the condition of y: 
k-‘.Ir-r’I<d(r(y, r), Y(Y, t’)) 
for each y E I/ and t, t’ E I. We remark that the direct limits of (~5,),,~ in [lo] 
and (NJ, E N in [13] are Q”-manifolds but they are not open subspaces of 
LIP(X, Y),. 
Problem. Is the Main Theorem true for any locally compact ANLE without 
isolated points? Can the condition of the theorem be weakened to one of [lo] or 
[ 13]? 
Proof of Corollary for an Euclidean polyhedron 
Assume that Y is a polyhedron in R”. The norm of R” is denoted by II. II. In the 
proof of Corollary in [lo], we constructed an open cover g of Y and a Lipschitz 
deformation cp : U X Z + Y for each U E % such that cp(x, 0) =x for all x E U and 
cp(x, t) # cp(x, t’) if f # t’. Then is suffices to find some k > 0 such that 
Ilq(x, t) -9(x, t’)ll>k.lt-t’l 
for all xE U and t, t’eZ. 
To this end, we review the construction. Let K be a simplicial triangulation of 
Y. For each u E Kc’), let 
N,= U{TEKIUET}, 
N2= lJ{~~Sd2KlrnN,#~} 
and 
N,=N,n U(rESd2KlrnN,=fl}, 
where Sd2K is the second barycentric subdivision of K. And let 
U=int(U(7ESd2K17nN,#PI, u@T}). 
The open cover % consists of all such U’s. And cp : U X Z + Y is defined as follows: 
Let $’ : N, X Z + N, be the linear deformation defined by 
r/4’( x, t) = (1 - t) ‘X + t . u. 
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We have a retraction r : N, + Nl and a map (Y : N2 +I with (Y-~(O) = N, and 
C’(1) = N, which are linear on each simplex of Sd’K contained in N2, whence 
each x E N,\(N, UN,) can be uniquely written as follows: 
x=(1-c+))~x’+(~(~)4’, x’EN~, x”Ebd N,, (*) 
and then 
r(x) = (1 -CX(x)) .r(x’) +a(x) .x”. 
We define a Lipschitz deformation $” : N2 X Z + N, as follows: 
l- 
t-a(x) 
$“(X, t) = 
i’ ’ 
t-a(x) 
1 -a(x) .x+ l-a(x) 
.r(x), if t>cr(x), 
x, otherwise. 
Finally the Lipschitz deformation cp : U X Z + N2 is defined by 
I i 
t-P(x) 
P(X, t) = 
*’ r(x), l_p(x) I for t&P(x), 
@‘(x, 1+2(t-p(x))) for tGP(x), 
where p(x) = i<l - (Y(X)). 
Now, let x E U be fixed and define cp x : Z + Y by cp,(t> = cp(x, t). Let A = 
cp,([O, P(x)l), B = P,@(X), 11) and c = cp,(p(x>> = I(X). Then A is the line 
segment from x to c, B is the one from c to u and A n B = ICI. If t, t’ E cpJ1(A) 
(i.e., t, t’ a p(x)> then 
t-D(x) 
119,(t) -(p,(t’>ll= ICI’ r(X)Tl_B(x) -@’ r(X)7 I/ i I i t’-P(x) 1 -P(x) ill 
- ‘t-t” .Ilr(x)-ull 
1 -P(x) 
a Ilr( x) - UII * I t - t’ I 
>dist(u, U)*It-t’i. 
In case p(x) > 0 (i.e., a(.~> < l), x can be written as (*I, whence 
X-~(x)=(l---(Y(x)).(x’-r(x’)). 
If t, t’ E q;‘(B) (i.e., t, t’~p(x) (> 0)) then 
Ilcp(x, t) -cp(x, t’)ll=II~“(X, 2t+a(x)) -4”(x, 2t’+a(x))II 
= flL;i;’ .11x-r(x)ll 
= 2. [lx’ - r( x’)lI . I t - t’ I 
>2.dist(N,, bd Ni) .I t - t’l. 
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Thus cp;’ ( A and cp;’ 1 B are 6-l-Lipschitz, where 
S=min[d(r!, U),2.dist(N0,bd N,)}. 
For each a EA \B and b E B\A, consider the triangle A abc, which may degen- 
erate to the line segment from a to b. Let 0 = L acb E (0, ~1 be the angle at the 
vertex c. If 8 & 7rr/2 then 
Ila - CII + IIC - bll < 2 . Ila - bll. 
If 8 < 7r/2 then 
lb - CII + IIC - bll < 2. Ilu - CII + Ila - bll < 
(siZl3 ) 
~ + 1 + -bll 
because Ilu - ~11. sin 0 G Ilu - 611. Since N, is compact and y - r(y) Z t(r! - r(y)> 
for each y EN, and t > 0, we have 
O,=min{Lyr(y)uIyENo}>O. 
In case 13~2 r/2, let C = 2. In case 8, < IT/~, let 
c= & +1 (>2). 
0 
If 0 < n/2 then 
2 2 
-+-f<- 
sin 0 sin 
+l=C 
13, 
since 0 < 0, G 8 < ~/2. Thus is follows that 
llu - CII + IIC - bll < c . Ila - bll. 
By [6, 2.221, each cp; ’ is (K’C)-Lipschitz, that is, 
Ilp( x, t) - cp( x, t')ll 2 c-‘f?. I t - t’ I 
for each xEUand t, t’eI. •I 
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